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Abstract 

First principles calculations are conducted to investigate kinetic behavior of oxygen species at 

the surface of clean and defective Al(111) substrate. Oxygen island, aluminum vacancy, 

aluminum sub-vacancy, aluminum ad-atom and aluminum terraces defects are addressed. 

Adsorption of oxygen molecule is first performed on all these systems resulting in dissociated 

oxygen atoms in main cases. The obtained adsorbed configurations are then picked to study 

the behavior of atomic oxygen specie and get a detailed understanding on the effect of the 

local environment on the ability of the oxygen atom to diffuse on the surface. We pointed out 

that local environment impacts energetics of oxygen atom diffusion. Close packed oxygen 

island, sub-vacancy and ad-atoms favor oxygen atom stability and decrease mobility of 

oxygen atom on the surface, to be seen as surface area for further nucleation of oxygen island. 
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1. Introduction 

Aluminum oxides have been subject to wide number of studies focused on growth 

mechanisms, thermal and diffusion barrier coating properties, insulating interfaces, surface 

reactivity as catalysis among others [1–3] because they are of major interest for highly 

applicative fields such as corrosion of aluminum-based alloys, surface preparation through 

thermally grown oxides, high-k oxides integration in microelectronics [4,5]. Knowing the 

high potential breakthroughs and reduced domestic and technological costs that could arise 

from the mastering and tailoring of aluminum oxide growth, this topic is still of concern. 

Today, oxide growth remains a not well-understood and a not controlled phenomenon: 

experimental and theoretical investigations reveal that aluminum oxidation is highly complex 

and depends on external temperature [3], substrate surface properties [6–9], crystal 

orientations [10–13], exhibits several ranges of velocity in growth mode [14,15], through 

native oxide growth to thermally grown oxide. But the growth velocity and formed oxide 

layer are highly dependent on the early stages of oxidation starting from first adsorption of 

oxygen species on the substrate to oxygen island formation and oxide nucleation. In addition, 

surface reactivity of aluminum oxides for further studies on polymer or organic coating to 

prevent corrosion, or multi-layered directly integrated materials, are hot and highly addressed 

topics using handmade model system usually built by assembling two material bulks which 

do not mimic realistic interface [16–24]. Having a realistic model-system of aluminum oxide 

achieved as a thermally grown oxide from the early steps of oxidation process is thus from a 

critical interest also for these applications and model systems.  

In a recent paper, we show that kinetics are the main issue in the formation of oxygen island 

on the aluminum surface, which will be the center of oxide nucleus formation through a 

barrierless extraction mechanism [21,22]. The aim of this paper is to get insights on the 
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kinetics of the primary steps formation of oxygen islands [22] and where and how oxygen 

island will begin to form, by exposing a bare Al(111) surface to oxygen molecule with a 

particular focus given on the subsequent behavior of adsorbed oxygen species as a function of 

its local structure when considering increasing coverage and influence of presence of defects 

using a first-principles calculations approach.  

Previous theoretical and experimental approaches of primary stages of oxygen molecule 

adsorption on Al surfaces reveal a systematic dissociation on the clean Al(111) surface, 

[6,24–37]. This dissociation is due to a charge transfer inside the dioxygen molecule leading 

to the partial occupancy of the anti-bonding orbitals: the molecule goes through different 

electronic states known as O à O2
- à O2

2- [29,31,32,38]. In the literature, the dissociation 

occurs on the surface that could lead to abstraction mechanism giving rise to monomer on the 

surface [32], or could result in the separation of oxygen atoms in close neighborhood between 

one and three Al interatomic spacing [35] or by more than 80 Å [21,39], thus appearing still 

as an unclear issue. Actually, isolated oxygen atom are observed on aluminum surface and 

explained by the high-energy release incoming from the adsorption of molecular oxygen. This 

high-energy release appears to give an enhanced velocity to adsorbed oxygen atom on the 

surface that will consequently exhibit a high mobility on the surface and long scale 

displacement. This high mobility observed right after the dissociation will result in a ‘hot 

atom’ behavior as referred in many experimental publications [27,35,39,40]. However, this 

cannot be observed in first-principles calculations because non-adiabatic effects are not taken 

into account, whereas they cannot be neglected [32]. But oxygen atoms diffuse on the surface 

forming close-packed oxygen islands thanks to thermal activated moves and favorable energy 

interaction. This point is relevant and stimulates few discussions about activation barriers that 

drive oxygen island formation [21,23,24,33,41–44], because of the difficulty to estimate the 

activation barrier experimentally. Large scale modeling approaches based on Monte Carlo 
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methodologies have been developed to simulate primary steps of oxidation in order to take 

into account kinetics [33,41,42,45]. Furthermore, structural defects can also have a drastic 

effect on the activation barriers that could affect kinetics of the oxygen islands formation and 

also their number and size on the surface. Defects are observed experimentally on the surface 

[21,40,46], but have not been subject of studies to our knowledge, whereas it is clear that 

when environment changes locally, it will impact the chemical dissociation and adsorption 

mode of the oxygen molecule [22,37,36,41,45,47–49]. 

With such non-elucidated points about kinetics and surface defects influence, we combine a 

study on molecular oxygen adsorption with atomic oxygen behavior investigation, on clean 

and defective Al(111) surfaces for a complete overview. The main focus will be the 

investigation of the ability of oxygen atom to move on the surface as a function of its local 

environment and see how activation barriers of oxygen atom diffusion are affected. Among 

considered defects, we investigate aluminum vacancy, aluminum sub-vacancies, aluminum 

ad-atoms, and aluminum steps defects. This paper based on Density Functional Theory based 

calculations (DFT) is organized as follows: Adsorption of oxygen molecule on Al(111) is first 

addressed, then thermodynamics and kinetics of atomic oxygen are discussed with an 

increasing oxygen coverage by considering isolated oxygen atom and an existing oxygen 

atoms island [43,50,51]. This has to be considered because oxygen island has to be first 

formed on the surface to allow oxide to grow [6,21,22,29,33,52]. In the second part of the 

paper, the adsorption of oxygen molecule is performed as detailed in the first part for Al(111) 

containing defects: vacancy, sub-vacancy, ad-atom, terrace. Kinetics of isolated oxygen atom 

moving on these defective surfaces is then discussed. 

 
 
2. Computational Details 
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Calculations are based on Density Functional Theory (DFT) [53] with the Perdew-Burke-

Ernzerhof functional in the Generalized Gradient Approximation (PBE-GGA) [54] as 

implemented in VASP 5.3 (Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package) [8,55–57]. We used a plane 

wave basis set for the Kohn-Sham Bloch functions, with a cut off energy of 400 eV to account 

for valence electrons. Ions are relaxed with a conjugate-gradient algorithm. The sampling of 

the Brillouin zone was performed using a Monkhorst-Pack [9] mesh of 2x2x1 k-points. The 

nudged elastic band (NEB) method [10,11,58] was used to determine activation barriers along 

reaction paths of atomic oxygen species. The aluminum (111) slab is built as an orthorhombic 

supercell of (4x2) surface unit cells. A vacuum zone of 15 Å is added following the z-axis, in 

order to model the surface. The system contains 96 atoms distributed in 6 layers of 16 atoms 

corresponding to slab dimensions of 11.43 x 9.90 x 25.00 Å3. Al atoms at the bottom of the 

cell are kept fixed during geometry optimizations, reproducing thereby the bulk behavior. All 

other atoms are free to relax. 

This slab is used throughout the paper in order to study both atomic and molecular oxygen 

species adsorption. Adsorption is performed by considering atomic oxygen in a singlet state 

whereas molecular oxygen is initially set in a triplet state, with a spin state free to relax. In all 

adsorption mechanism, oxygen species are placed at 2 Å above the Al(111) surface and then 

are fully relaxed. Considering the simulated coverage and surface dimensions, the used slab 

has been validated as large enough to avoid any interaction between periodic slabs during 

both adsorption and diffusion investigations. 

Using this (111) oriented aluminum surface-model (Figure 1), the deposition of dioxygen 

molecule and oxygen atom on both clean surface and defective surfaces are performed. For 

each surface, the defect formation energies have been calculated as ∆Hf = Edefective_bulk ± EAl – 

Eclean_bulk where Edefective_bulk  is the total energy of the defective bulk (see Figure 1), EAl is taken 
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as the reference energy of the atomic aluminum calculated from the bulk and Eclean_bulk is the 

energy of perfect Aluminum slab (111). The studied Al(111) surfaces are:  

- A perfect Al(111) surface considered as the reference system  

- Defective surfaces containing Al Vacancy and Al sub-vacancy defects schematized as #1 

and #2 on Figure 1a. Formation energies of such defects are respectively 0.80 eV and 0.87 eV 

[46]. Other defective surfaces contain Al ad-atom defect, the formation energies are 0.85 eV 

when generated from a kink site at the edge of a terrace defect as will be discussed in the 

following and 1.79 eV if formed as a Schottky defect.  
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Figure 1: a) Schematic top view of Al(111) used throughout the paper where hcp, fcc, vacancy, sub-
vacancy and ad-atom are represented. This color scheme will be used throughout the paper into the 

schematics. Grey circles represent aluminum atom. White circles are for vacancies and dark grey one are 
for ad-atoms. b) is provided to highlight fcc sites represented by green triangles and the hcp ones in 

purple, on top view. c) is a side view of the three topmost layers of our simulation slab to explain fcc and 
hcp use as epitaxial and anti-epitaxial growth sites. 

 

In the following, the reaction energies ∆H are calculated as follows : 

∆H = Etotal –EO – Ebulk 

With : 

- Etotal the total energy of the system in a given adsorbed configuration.  

- EO the reference energy of an atomic oxygen calculated from ½ of the molecular 

oxygen or of an molecular oxygen depending on the considered adsorbed specie. 

- Ebulk the reference energy of smooth or defective Aluminum slab. 
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3. Oxygen behavior on clean aluminum surface 

3.1 Dioxygen molecule adsorption 

Primary calculations are focused on the adsorption of molecular oxygen species on perfect 

aluminum surface [21,24,29,30,40,43,50,59,60]. Several starting orientations and positions 

for the dioxygen molecule have been tested and all the final positions are provided on Figure 

2. Initial configurations of the dioxygen molecule have been chosen with the respect of the 

surface topology (above topmost atom or fcc site or hcp sites) by considering either horizontal 

or vertical orientations centered or shifted from the center of adsorption sites. As previously 

reported in literature, the adsorption mechanism of dioxygen is dissociative, barrierless and 

brings a great energy gain of ∆H = -9.85 eV [24,37].  

Starting positions are in Figure 2a: number given inside this starting position is provided to 

establish the correlation with final positions given in Figure 2b. As can be observed, several 

starting different configurations can result in a same final configuration. Circles with two 

rings represent vertical molecules; two circles and a stick represent the horizontal ones.  
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Figure 2: Schematic top views of dioxygen molecule deposited on smooth aluminum surface. a) starting 
positions above the surface and b) final dissociated and adsorbed configurations where identical numbers 
belong to the same molecule. Molecules with identical numbers on starting positions lead to the same final 

configuration in b. Energy gains of configurations 2b are provided in Table 1. 
 

Table 1: Energy gain after the adsorption of the dioxygen molecule, in relation with the Figure 2. 

Positions (#) 1 2 3 4 5 

∆H (eV) -9.85 -9.32 -9.16 -9.06 -8.96 

 

The more stable position contains two adsorbed oxygen atoms on close fcc sites, as 

first neighbors (d = 2.90 Å) and referred as #1 in Figure 2b. This final configuration is 

obtained when the dioxygen molecule is placed horizontally, centered or shifted (along the x-

axis), above the Al surface and associated with a reaction enthalpy large of ∆H = -9.85 eV. 

Other stable position exhibits one oxygen atom on a fcc site and the other on a hcp site also in 

close vicinity (d = 3.31 Å), where oxygen atoms are second neighbors. This position is 

reached when the dioxygen molecule is placed vertically or parallel (along the y-axis) on the 
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surface aluminum between the two final sites, or vertically put above a hcp site. The energy 

gain for this position is ∆H = -9.32 eV. The third more stable position is obtained with the 

dioxygen molecule placed horizontally (along the x-axis) and centered above a hcp site: here 

one oxygen atom is adsorbed on a fcc site and the other on a hcp site on third neighbor. The 

energy gain for this position is ∆H = -9.16 eV. Here, we notice that oxygen atoms are in hcp 

and fcc sites as observed in #2 but further from each other. This indicates a supplementary 

favorable interaction existing when oxygen atoms are in close neighborhood as in 

configuration #2 which does not exist anymore in configuration #3. This favorable interaction 

is attributed to a larger electrostatic interaction coming from higher charge transfers between 

adsorbed oxygen atoms and their surrounding aluminum atoms, stabilizing the system when 

the two oxygen atoms are adsorbed as first neighbors. A fourth stable position is obtained 

when the dioxygen molecule is placed above a fcc site, vertically or parallel (along the x-axis) 

resulting in two oxygen atoms adsorbed on two hcp sites as first neighbors. We notice here 

that hcp is a less stable position compared to fcc site when comparing this final adsorbed 

configuration with the most stable one, i.e. two adsorbed oxygen atoms on fcc sites. This 

adsorbed position corresponds to ∆H = -9.06 eV. The last position and also the less stable 

observed in this study is obtained when one oxygen atom is on hcp site and the other on fcc 

site at a distance of d = 2.40 Å, which is a smaller distance compared to the most favorable 

adsorbed configuration. Here, the two oxygen atoms are too close and a repulsive energy 

destabilizes the system. This last position is obtained with the dioxygen molecule placed 

horizontally (along the y-axis), centered above a hcp and a fcc site. The energy gain is ∆H = -

8.96 eV. 

In conclusion, fcc sites are the most stable on the Al(111) surface and first neighbor 

interactions are favorable.  
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But considering high energy released during the adsorption, it is shown that oxygen atoms 

once dissociated and adsorbed on the surface will migrate rapidly due to this extra energy that 

will enhance their mobility on the surface as ‘hot atom’ behavior [29,31,35,37,39,60]. At this 

stage, one can consider that atomic specie exists on the surface also as an isolated adsorbed 

state as observed experimentally [40] and a detailed study on oxygen species as an isolated 

atom has to be considered.  

 

3.2. Atomic Oxygen adsorption 

Considering previous conclusions, the dissociation of dioxygen molecule on Al(111) is 

observed at the primary steps of adsorption. In this context, a careful study has been 

conducted on the behavior of a single oxygen atom on the Al(111) surface: - as an isolated 

atom moving on the surface and - as a function of larger coverage since favorable interaction 

between oxygen atoms when adsorbed in close neighborhood has been discussed above. The 

study is carried out with the goal to get insights on kinetics of oxygen diffusion and 

discussing clustering effects on the surface. 

The stability of the isolated atomic oxygen on all possible existing configurations hcp, fcc, top 

and bridge sites is first studied. Figure 3a illustrates the adsorption of a single oxygen atom 

above the four characteristic sites of the (111) fcc-like surface, respectively top, bridge, fcc 

and hcp, referred as T, B, F and H [22–24,35]. Only two sites are stabilized where fcc site 

(∆H = -4.82 eV) appears as energetically favored by -0.40 eV compared to the hcp site (∆H = 

-4.41 eV) in a good agreement with the dissociated adsorbed states in fcc and hcp 

configurations (#1 vs #4 in Figure 2b). The atomic study confirms that top and bridge 

configurations as adsorbed states do not exist on Al(111) surface and finally result in fcc 

adsorbed state. Nevertheless, we performed constraint relaxations by keeping frozen x and y 

coordinates of the oxygen atom in both bridge and top positions on order to estimate the 
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potential energy surface. These calculations reveal that top position is less favorable by 0.16 

eV compared to the bridge configuration. The bridge configuration will thus be used as the 

saddle point to characterize the most probable minimum energy path of oxygen atom 

diffusion between fcc and hcp sites. Activation barriers are calculated below. 

To go further and get clues on the kinetics associated to the diffusive behavior of an isolated 

oxygen atom, we characterize the diffusion between the two observed stable adsorption sites 

fcc and hcp in close neighborhood. The minimum energy path is illustrated on the Figure 3b 

and the associated activation energy is given on Figure 3c. 

 

Figure 3: a) Schematic top view of oxygen atoms deposited on clean Al(111) surface. Oxygen atoms are 
schematized by red circles and aluminum atoms are grey. b) Activation barrier associated to the 

migration of one oxygen atom on the clean Al(111) surface between the hcp and fcc sites. 
 

From the fcc site, oxygen atom must overcome an activation barrier large of 0.72 eV to move 

from fcc site toward hcp one (Figure 3c). The backward migration reaction from hcp to fcc 

site is characterized by an activation barrier of 0.30 eV. Both the disparity when regarding 

sites stability and the lower activation barrier from hcp to reach a more stable fcc site lead us 

to conclude that fcc site is favored [12,21,40,61].  
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3.3. Increasing Coverage: Migration toward formation of oxygen islands 

The same study focused on the atomic oxygen migration is performed with an increasing 

coverage of oxygen atoms by considering already formed oxygen island on the surface in 

order to investigate in details the favorable interaction effect on the ability of oxygen atom to 

diffuse on the surface. This favorable interaction has been revealed in the molecular 

adsorption study. 

First, a static investigation is first performed: the energies of two oxygen atoms deposited on 

fcc sites on close first neighborhood (d = 2.90 Å) or distant by 5.73 Å from each other are 

compared: We respectively obtained -9.85 eV and -9.66 eV for adsorption energies. The -0.19 

eV difference between these adsorption energies can thus be explained by the favorable 

interaction existing between oxygen atoms stabilizing the system with a contribution of -0.10 

eV per atom. As an interacting energy term exists, we evaluate its effect on the ability of 

oxygen atom to diffuse from a close-packed three oxygen atoms island moving to an isolated 

state between different configurations (see Figure 4a): 

A. The triangle, as a close-packed compact configuration, where oxygen atoms are 

located on sites #1, #2 & #3 on Figure 4a. In this configuration, the adsorption 

energy is -15.06 eV. The contributing interaction energy to the value is estimated 

to be -0.60 eV, with six interaction terms to be considered similarly to the 

contribution of -0.10 eV per atom as previously calculated. 

B. The L-shape, where atoms located on sites #1, #2 and on sites #2, #5 are first 

neighbors but atoms located on sites #1, #5 are distant by 4.99 Å. In this 

configuration, the adsorption energy is large of -14.83 eV. This lower adsorption 

energy is obtained due to a reduced interaction energy (estimated at -0.37 eV). 

This energy difference corresponds to the broken bonds compared to the triangle 
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configuration, indicating that oxygen atom has no more interaction with the other 

oxygen atom located as its second neighbor. 

C. The line configuration, where oxygen atoms are adsorbed on sites #1, #2 & #7 

with sites #1, #2 and #2, #7 are shown as first neighbors and sites #1, #7 are distant 

by 5.77 Å, with an adsorption energy of -14.88 eV. The interaction energy is -0.42 

eV, which is close to the previous one, where no-interaction exists between the 

furthest oxygen atoms of the line configuration. 

D. So-called Isolated oxygen configuration (adsorbed states on sites #1, #2, #8), 

where one oxygen atom is isolated from the two oxygen atoms adsorbed on close 

sites. Sites #1, #2 are first neighbors. Here, the adsorption energy is the weakest 

with -14.70 eV. The interaction energy is -0.24 eV, revealing only two oxygen 

atoms in interaction, and a third isolated one. 

These configurations confirm the favorable interacting energy between oxygen atoms when 

adsorbed as first neighbors. This energy can be quantified and is large of -0.2 eV per pair of 

interacting oxygen atoms. This observation enables us to assume that oxygen island will be 

favorably formed on the surface on Al(111) substrate.  

 

Considering those configurations, we explore the migration of one oxygen atom leaving a 

compact triangle configuration (A) to reach an isolated state (D). This path is explored as a 

multi-steps reaction by moving one oxygen atom of the A configuration step-by-step through 

fcc and hcp sites as identified previously. This multi-steps migration path is depicted on 

Figure 4: here, oxygen atoms located on sites #1 and #2 are kept fixed and the oxygen atom 

initially located on site #3 diffuses until position #8. So-called steps are thus associated to the 

possible adsorbed positions encountered by the moving oxygen atom exploring the space 

from A to D configurations. This moving oxygen atom will pass by L configuration when 
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adsorbed on site #5 and line configuration when adsorbed on site #7. Oxygen atom migrates 

from fcc to fcc sites through hcp sites #4 and #6, as depicted in Figure 4a. Both positions #5 

shown on Figure 4 are equivalent considering the neighborhood; they were used because of 

the periodic conditions of our simulation cell. Minimum energy path is shown on Figure 4b. 

 

 

Figure 4: a) Top view of the migration of one oxygen atom around an island composed of two other oxygen 
atoms. b) Top views of fcc configurations reached during the migration. c) Minimum Energy Path 

corresponding to the migration of the Figure a). The red line corresponds to the red oxygen migration. The 
orange one corresponds to orange oxygen migration. 

The first diffusion from #3 to #4, corresponding to a displacement from fcc to hcp, highlights 

an activation barrier of 0.95 eV. Compared to the single oxygen atom migration in Figure 3c, 
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we observe an increase of the activation barrier large of 0.20 eV indicating that compact 

configurations are favored, thanks to a favorable oxygen-oxygen interaction. Starting from 

configuration (A), it will not be favorable to dissociate triangle configuration and few oxygen 

atoms will be able to leave compact adsorbed structure because of the high activation barrier 

of 0.95 eV expect under high temperature condition.  

In the following, we observe that the migration of oxygen specie moving around an existing 

island has the same behavior as an isolated oxygen: when oxygen atom moves from site #4 to 

site #5 the same activation barriers (0.30 eV and 0.73 eV) are observed as the ones 

determined in Figure 3c. This shows that an interaction between two oxygen atoms has short-

range influence: oxygen atom on position #4 does not see anymore the oxygen atom located 

on position #1 as confirmed by the total energy discussed before.  

From the L-shape, when moving atom is adsorbed on site #5, two different pathways are 

investigated: - where oxygen atom can move around the island (from #5 to #7) to form the 

line configuration or – where oxygen atom can leave the island (from #5 to #8) as the 

described isolated oxygen configuration. When oxygen atom diffuses from #5 to #7, through 

#6, activation barriers are the same as those observed in the case of isolated atom as in 

migration from #4 to #5 in Figure 4a and b, confirming the short range interaction between 

oxygen atoms. Oxygen atom will thus have the same ability to diffuse as an isolated state as 

when moving around an oxygen island.  

On the contrary and interestingly, when oxygen atom is moved away from an oxygen island, a 

raise in the activation barrier is observed from the hcp to fcc sites: the activation barrier from 

#6 to #8 increases to the value of 0.48 eV and a destabilization of the final configuration by 

0.18 eV is observed.  

As previously conducted [22], dragging an oxygen atom outwards from a larger oxygen atoms 

island (from four oxygen atoms), lead to a rise of the activation barrier to 1.22 eV, 0.27 eV 
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higher than the migration between positions #3 and #4 in the case of three oxygen atoms 

island. This energy increase reaches 1.30 eV for five oxygen atoms island and more.  

Considering kinetics and energetics, these calculations reveal the tendency of oxygen atom to 

form close-packed oxygen island on the surface of Al(111) at low coverage. Nevertheless, 

interestingly we observe that oxygen atom exhibits the same kinetics to move around the 

oxygen island without going away as the ones observed as isolated state. These conclusions 

are experimentally observed, with the formation of geometrical clusters at low coverage in 

agreement with highly symmetrical Al(111) pattern [21].  

 

4. Oxygen specie adsorption on defective Aluminum surfaces  

4.1. Aluminum surface containing a vacancy 

A similar detailed study is realized on a defective surface containing a vacancy on the 

topmost surface symbolized by a white circle on Figure 5: on this defective surface, molecular 

oxygen specie is adsorbed above the vacancy and atomic oxygen behavior is investigated 

from adsorbed state. 
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Figure 5: a) Schematic top views of dioxygen molecule deposition on the aluminum surface containing a 
vacancy schematized by a white circle and b) final dissociated and adsorbed configurations where identical 

number on each dissociated oxygen atoms belongs to the same molecule. Molecules with identical number on 
starting positions lead to the same final configuration. Adsorption energies of those configurations are 
provided in Table 2. c) Schematic top view of the deposition of atomic oxygen on the aluminum surface 

containing a vacancy. Identical letters are oxygen atoms with the same adsorption energy given in Table 3.  

Table 2: Energy gain after the adsorption of the dioxygen molecule above the vacancy, in relation with the 
Figure 5b. 

Positions (#) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

∆H (eV) -9.53 -9.43 -9.31 -9.16 -8.85 -8.67 -3.90 
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Table 3: Energy gain after the adsorption of the oxygen atom close to a vacancy, in relation with the 
Figure 5c. 

Positions (#) a b c d 

∆H (eV) -4.85 -4.65 -4.53 -4.36 

 

 In the case of molecular oxygen adsorption above the vacancy defect, at a first glance, one 

can observe that only one starting configuration leads to a non-dissociative adsorbed case (#7 

on Figure 5b) when initially molecular oxygen is placed above the vacancy site, in line with a 

Al-Al bond centered above a fcc site inside the vacancy site. The final non-dissociated state is 

a metastable state with ∆H = -3.90 eV as a bridge configuration where oxygen molecule is 

adsorbed as a peroxy bridge on two aluminum atoms around the defective site. A dissociative 

adsorption is observed in all other tested cases. Other remarkable configurations (#2, #4 and 

#5) exhibit bridge position where only one oxygen atom is bonded to two aluminum atoms 

around the vacancy. The bridge configuration is obtained when adsorption occurs above the 

vacancy defect and close to an available hcp surface site. The first conclusion is that vacancy 

stabilizes bridge configurations whereas the configuration was not reachable on non-defective 

surface. Configuration #5 is obtained with the molecule placed in the same way as the 

molecule #7, but above a hcp site of the vacancy, in line with Al-Al bond and with a 

neighboring surface fcc site. Such a position leads to the molecule dissociation above the 

vacancy where each oxygen atom goes on a bridge position, on the closest neighboring hcp 

sites of the aluminum surface. 

Configurations #3 and #6 result in dissociated oxygen atoms with one oxygen atom adsorbed 

on a surface site surrounding the vacancy and the other one inserted underneath the topmost 

layer. Both configurations characterized by an insertion inside the vacancy defect exhibit 

different adsorption energies large of -0.80 eV that can be explained by the obtained 
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adsorption sites: in one case the oxygen atom on the surface is on fcc and the second is 

located inside the vacancy as on hcp site (#3), in the other case one oxygen atom is adsorbed 

on hcp on the surface and the other is adsorbed inside the vacancy between a fcc and a hcp 

site (#6). The difference on the energetic gains observed between #3 and #6 income in one 

hand from the higher stability of the fcc site on the surface compared to hcp site even close to 

a vacancy and on the other hand mainly because of the destabilization of the configuration #6: 

actually the oxygen atom inside the vacancy is on a bridge-like configuration, a non stable 

configuration, as will be discussed below, which only exists when another oxygen atom is 

nearby.  

Interestingly, we observe that energy gain large of -9.53 eV of the configuration #1 is more 

favorable compared to the adsorption on perfect surface with the configuration #2 on the 

Figure 2 at -9.32 eV. This shows that vacancies stabilize oxygen atoms and so this kind of 

defect is more favorable than the clean surface.  

 

To investigate the stability of the neighboring fcc or hcp adsorption sites at the neighborhood 

of a vacancy, we relax the atomic oxygen specie by placing it above a vacancy. In the 

following we also perform a static study based on final adsorption configurations observed in 

Figure 5c. Results for the atomic oxygen are given in Table 3.  

It is mainly observed that the oxygen atom relaxes favorably in either fcc or hcp sites on the 

surface layer as first neighbors of the vacancy. The stability of fcc sites is not affected by the 

presence of an existing vacancy even if oxygen atom is located as first and second 

neighborhood from this vacancy (See configuration a on Figure 5c). The oxygen adsorption 

energy is nearly the same as on the clean surface with ∆H = -4.85 eV. On the other hand, hcp 

sites are affected, since a stabilization of the oxygen atom is obtained with an adsorption 

energy large of ∆H = -4.65 eV and -4.53 eV when oxygen atom is placed on a hcp site in 
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close neighborhood of vacancy, compared to -4.41 eV for the clean surface. This energetic 

gain regarding the stability of the hcp site nearby a vacancy defect explains the energy gain 

observed in configuration #1 on Figure 5a and b. Interestingly, we observe that the bridge 

configuration is stabilized when oxygen atom is adsorbed above the vacancy and close to hcp 

site.  

The last position is obtained with the oxygen atom adsorbed inside the vacancy, above a hcp 

site inside the vacancy (See configuration d on Figure 5c). It is placed in the center of a 

triangle formed by two aluminum atoms of the surface and the one in the bottom layer, so its 

position is slightly underneath the surface layer. It is the less stable with ∆H = -4.36 eV.  

Furthermore interestingly, we do not succeed in getting a bridge configuration stabilized 

between a fcc site and the vacancy, this one reaching an adsorbed fcc configuration as in 

Figure 5c. As well we do not succeed in inserting an oxygen atom on a fcc site inside the 

vacancy as reached when molecular adsorption occurs: an oxygen atom directly inserted on a 

fcc position inside the vacancy between the topmost layer and the sub-surface layer, based on 

the observation of the final configuration #6 on Figure 5b leads to a surface reconstruction: 

the oxygen atom goes on a fcc surface site configuration and a sub-vacancy is created, where 

an aluminum atom of the sub-surface layer moves toward the topmost layer, healing the 

surface. Here, we notice that the spontaneous adsorption of oxygen atom as inserted into the 

vacancy by replacing missing aluminum atom is never observed. Even if the oxygen atom is 

directly placed into the site of the missing aluminum atom, we observe that the oxygen atom 

adsorbed in a as-like fcc site in the sub-surface layer with an energy gain of -4.13 eV, lower 

compared to other adsorbed configurations on the surface. 
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In the following part, we also study the influence of a vacancy on the atomic migration of 

oxygen atom in close vicinity of the vacancy. NEB calculations with oxygen atom moving 

around the vacancy have been performed and are shown in Figure 6. 

 

 

Figure 6: a) Top view of migration pathway of the oxygen atom on the aluminum surface next to the 
vacancy b) Energies associated to the oxygen migration pathway. 

 

The studied migration starts from a hcp site in direct contact with the vacancy in #1 on Figure 

6a to reach a fcc site named #2. The encountered migration barrier is large of 0.55 eV to go 

far from the vacancy toward a fcc site #2. This energy barrier is larger by 0.25 eV compared 

to the case of clean surface (Figure 3b), due to the stabilization of the hcp site in the vicinity 

of the vacancy (see Figure 5c). Then from fcc site #2, oxygen atom will migrate around the 

vacancy on a hcp site nearby as #3 and #4, through a determined activation barrier of Eac = 

0.69 eV. The migration around the vacancy will be favored energetically, with the position #4 
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more stable by -0.08 eV compared to #3, so that an oxygen atom located on #3 will 

preferentially go back toward #2 with an energetic barrier Eac = 0.27 eV, compared to going 

away from the vacancy (Eac = 0.34 eV). Then from #4, oxygen atom can move toward the fcc 

site #5 with Eac = 0.41 eV. When oxygen atom is located on site #5, it is surrounded by 

activation barriers of nearly 0.72 eV, which are the same obtained as on clean part of the 

surface. It confirms here the local effect of the vacancy only on the stability of hcp site and 

not on the fcc. Then, in position #6 oxygen atom still feels the vacancy since its stability is 

more stable by -0.10 eV compared to the one on clean surface. Here, the diffusion will be 

easier to leave the vacancy area (Eac = 0.22 eV) than to maintain a diffusion process around 

the vacancy to the position #5 (Eac = 0.40 eV). 

We observe that vacancy will stabilize hcp sites directly located in the close area of the 

vacancy and will notably slow down the diffusion of the oxygen atom when it is adsorbed on 

the neighboring sites. A stabilization of the hcp site large of -0.25 eV as first neighbor and -

0.15 eV as a second neighbor associated to an increase of the activation barrier large of 0.25 

eV were observed. Once the oxygen atom leaves the close neighborhood of the vacancy, its 

diffusion ability tendency is the same as the clean surface. 

 

4.2. Aluminum surface with vacancy in sub-surface layer 

The sub-surface vacancy defect is formed by removing one oxygen atom of the sub-surface 

layer, i.e. under a hcp site of the surface. In the following pictures, the sub-vacancy is 

symbolized with a white dashed line circle in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7: a) Schematic top views of the dioxygen molecule deposition on the aluminum surface containing 
a sub-vacancy schematized by a white circle and b) final dissociated and adsorbed configurations where 

identical number belongs to the same molecule. Final adsorption energies are provided in Table 4. c) 
Schematic top view of the deposition of atomic oxygen on the aluminum surface containing a sub-vacancy. 

Letters are oxygen atoms classification in function of ∆H given in Table 5. 

Table 4: Energy gain after the adsorption of the dioxygen molecule close to a sub-vacancy, in relation with 
the Figure 7b. 

Positions (#) 1 2 3 

∆H (eV) -9.70 -9.47 -9.37 

 

Table 5: Energy gain after the adsorption of the dioxygen molecule close to a sub-vacancy, in relation with 
the Figure 7c. 

Positions (#) a b c 
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∆H (eV) -4.87 -4.78 -4.44 

 

For all the tested starting positions, the dioxygen molecule dissociates on the surface. The fcc 

sites of configuration #1 are lightly destabilized with ∆H = -9.70 eV, instead of -9.85 eV on 

the clean surface. For both configurations #2 and #3, we observe an energy gain large of -0.41 

eV compared to adsorption on clean surface (see Figure 7). Here, we note that a change in 

energy is associated to the presence of a vacancy in sub-surface layer that stabilizes hcp site 

right above the sub-vacancy. This energy gain is accompanied by a diminution of 0.02 Å to 

0.10 Å of the O-Al bond. Finally, the configuration #3 remains the less stable because of the 

proximity of the two oxygen atoms. This is highlighted with bond deformation where bonds 

between the oxygen atoms are longer by ~0.02 Å while the other ones are shortened by 0.05 

Å to 0.10 Å.  

To get a better understanding of sub-surface vacancy and discriminate the role of each kind of 

surface site, an atomic oxygen specie has been placed directly above several fcc and hcp sites 

distinct from each other by their distance from the vacancy from first neighbor to third 

neighbor. These sites are classified by ∆H on the Figure 7c. The most stable site is the fcc in 

second neighbor (configuration a on Figure 7c) with ∆H = -4.87 eV where oxygen atom 

adsorbed on this site does not feel sub-surface vacancy as the adsorption energy is the same as 

the one observed on clean surface. On the contrary, fcc site near the sub-surface vacancy is 

slightly destabilized by 0.10 eV (b on Figure 7c). The major observation is the drastic change 

in the oxygen atom stability right above the sub-vacancy on the hcp site. A large energy gain 

of -0.40 eV is observed compared to clean surface. In this configuration, hcp site features the 

same stability as the fcc site. This stabilization of the hcp site is also slightly observed for 

further hcp sites (∆H = -4.46 eV compared to -4.41 eV). 
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Migration of the oxygen atom in close vicinity and above the sub-vacancy is plotted on Figure 

8. The starting considered point is the hcp site right above the sub-surface vacancy (position 

c). As predicted in the stability discussion, this site is as stable as a fcc site, and results in a 

large increase of the diffusion barrier from 0.30 eV to 0.60 eV compared to clean surface. 

Others barriers are similar to the surface barriers observed for clean surface, with small shifts 

because of the electronic perturbation of the sub-vacancy and destabilization of fcc site 

around this defect. 

 

Figure 8: a) Top view of the diffusion path of the atomic oxygen close and above the aluminum surface 
with the sub-surface vacancy located below the position c. b) Minimum Energy path associated to the 

atomic oxygen migration path in a). The grey zone corresponds to the surface area above the sub-
vacancy defect 
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A deep change in the hcp stability has been observed due to the presence of sub-surface 

vacancy. Here hcp site becomes isoenergetic with fcc sites, which will drastically slow down 

oxygen atom migration on the surface. Because of the reduced diffusion of oxygen atom on 

this surface topology, sub-surface vacancy area can become a center for oxygen island 

formation. 

 

4.3. Al ad-atom on aluminum surface  

We investigate the effect of an aluminum ad-atom on the surface. To do so, we first discuss 

the existence of such a defect and how an aluminum ad-atom can be formed on the aluminum 

surface. A Schottky defect requires a high formation energy of 1.79 eV. Furthermore, 

Aluminum (111) surfaces are also characterized by terraces and kinks [21,40] from where 

aluminum ad-atom can be generated. In the following we investigate the formation of an ad-

atom from a kink site. In this paragraph, a larger slab, four times bigger (64 atoms per layer) 

than the one previously used was created to avoid limits of calculations due to periodic 

conditions. A kink defect was simulated by removing half of the aluminum atoms from a (-1-

11) vicinal plane as densest atomic planes (Figure 9a). The Al atom located at the kink site 

has been constrained to move away from the terrace using a drag method by keeping fixed 

one coordinate along the migration path (y-axis) while other coordinates are allowed to relax, 

until the isolation of the aluminum atom from the border of the terrace (Figure 9). In order to 

check both the minimum energy path and the saddle point identified by the drag method, the 

activation barriers have been validated by a NEB calculation. 
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Figure 9: Formation of an aluminum ad-atom from a surface step at a kink site a) Top view and b) Side 
view of the step defect with the drag applied in y-axis, on an aluminum located at a kink site c) Energy 

barrier associated to the drag method. 
When looking at Figure 9, we observe that ad-atom birth occurs through a migration barrier of 

0.85 eV, where the dragged aluminum atom goes straight away from the terrace until a stable 

position is reached as non affected by the terrace proximity. The dragged oxygen atom tends 

to keep interaction with the terrace when at the fifteenth step, a stabilization of -0.08 eV is 

observed when oxygen atom relaxes into at the edge of the terrace. At this step, the emerging 

ad-atom is still affected by the terrace and the drag is pursued along y-axis, until reaching a 

stable position where the influence of the terrace presence is over. Finally the ad-atom relaxes 

in a bridge position at 4.70 Å away from the terrace. The final reached position is less stable 

by 0.80 eV compared to the starting point. A static study was also performed in order to check 
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the stability of states encountered during the extracting process by putting the aluminum atom 

on different surface sites. The influence of the terrace is felt until a position far from the 

terrace between 4.52 Å if the aluminum atom is adsorbed on hcp and 4.75 Å if the aluminum 

atom is adsorbed as a bridge position, in agreement with the identified path. Below these 

distances, the aluminum atom influenced by the terrace migrates spontaneously to the fcc site 

on first neighbor site of the terrace associated to an adsorbed energy large of -1.94 eV. Out of 

this influence, the adsorption energy is -1.24 eV, identical to the clean surface. Once isolated, 

on a bridge position, this aluminum ad-atom has the ability to diffuse on the surface with a 

low activation barrier of 0.03 eV. These calculations prove that aluminum ad-atoms can arise 

from terraces and Schottky defects and justify the following discussion. 

 

A static study on the adsorption of atomic oxygen atom has been conducted to investigate the 

probability of presence of atomic oxygen atom at the edge of terrace defect. These 

calculations show that at the bottom of the step, the adsorption energies are -3.99 eV and -

4.63 eV on the hcp and fcc sites respectively and at the top and at the edge of the terrace, the 

adsorption energies are -4.48 eV and -4.77 eV on the hcp and fcc sites respectively. The 

general observed trend is that the calculated adsorption energies are less favorable than 

adsorption of oxygen atom on perfect part of the surface without terrace. These results do not 

show any favorable adsorbed sites for oxygen atoms at the border of a terrace defect 

indicating a low presence of oxygen species close to such defects. 

 

On an aluminum ad-atom defect, molecular oxygen is adsorbed. Here again, fully dissociated 

configurations are the most stable (#1 Figure 10b) where both oxygen atoms are located on 

close fcc sites with ∆H = -9.81 eV. On this configuration the ad-atom moves far from its 

initial position to a second neighbor site as explained by the low diffusion energy of the 
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aluminum atom of Eac = 0.03 eV and by the lower interaction energy between ad-atom and Al 

surface compared to oxygen atom with Al surface. The starting configuration leading to this 

stable state is when molecular oxygen is placed in the far vicinity (second neighbor) of the ad-

atom, enabling the molecular oxygen to react with the clean part of the surface. We can notice 

that in this configuration ∆H is the same as the dissociated molecular dioxygen on clean 

surface, so there is no interaction between the ad-atom and the oxygen atoms in this 

configuration as second neighbors. Configurations #7 and #8 are not dissociated states 

associated to the smaller obtained ∆H where oxygen molecule is adsorbed on top 

configurations on the ad-atom. 

Finally, many of the tested configurations when molecular oxygen is placed in the close 

neighborhood of the ad-atom lead to non-fully dissociated and bridging configurations where 

ad-atom is linked to the surface using also aluminum-oxygen-aluminum bonds in addition to 

Al-Al bonds: Configurations #2, #3, #4, #5 & #6 are also dissociated with at least, one 

oxygen atom bridged to the ad-atom. We can notice that in many of the observed final 

configurations, ad-atom is located on bridge configuration (configurations #2, #5, #6). 

Configuration #6 is less stable because of the oxygen atom remaining as on top metastable 

position above the ad-atom. 

To conclude, we observe that adsorption of oxygen molecule on ad-atom defect is not as 

favorable energetically as on clean part of Al(111) surface, since oxygen atom will bond with 

the ad-atom and will form bridged adsorbed state on the surface. To reach those specific 

bridged states, adsorption on ad-atom must occur on close neighborhood, with an oxygen 

molecule located above the ad-atom. Furthermore a destabilization of the aluminum ad-atom 

is observed when oxygen molecule approaches this area (adsorption #1) due to the low 

interaction of the aluminum ad-atom with the surface compared to the great interaction of 

oxygen atom with the surface and the already mentioned high velocity of ad-atom on the 
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surface. Here the ad-atom prefers to move away further from the arriving oxygen molecule, to 

let it react with a clean part of the surface. Furthermore considering the low probability of Al 

ad-atom to be generated on the surface estimated at 10-15 using the transition state theory [63] 

with an average value of formation energy of 0.85 eV and at room temperature. This 

probability is also dependent on the surface state of the substrate since it is related to the 

presence of kink sites. Moreover, if one considers a molecular flux of oxygen species [63], the 

probability to react with a specific site on the surface is of the order of 10-4 when considering 

room temperature and a given pressure of 0.000133 Pa [40]. Considering these assumptions, 

the probability of an oxygen molecule to react with ad-atom defect appears to be low in the 

order of 10-20 compared to other possible surface mechanisms. 
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Figure 10: a) Schematic top views of dioxygen molecule deposited on the aluminum surface containing an 
ad-atom schematized by a grey circle and b) final adsorbed configurations where identical number 

belongs to the same molecule. Molecules with identical number on starting positions lead to the same final 
configuration. c) Schematic top views of atomic oxygen deposition on the aluminum surface and d) final 
adsorbed configurations where identical letter belongs to configurations with the same adsorbed energy. 

Table 6: Energy gain after the adsorption of the dioxygen molecule close to an adatom, in relation with the 
Figure 10b. 

Positions 
(#) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

∆H (eV) -9.81 -9.15 -9.00 -8.51 -8.47 -6.83 -3.07 -1.83 

 

Table 7: Energy gain after the adsorption of the atomic oxygen close to an ad-atom, in relation with the 
Figure 11b. 

Positions (#) a b c 
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∆H (eV) -4.38 -4.36 -2.34 

 

Ad-atom defects will nevertheless affect the stability of oxygen atom on Al(111) surface:  

because of the low interaction of aluminum atom on the surface and the high mobility of this 

ad-atom when isolated on the surface, an oxygen atom diffusing close to the ad-atom will trap 

this latter to form stable Al-O bonds as a bridged configuration. Indeed, we observe that 

configuration with one oxygen atom stabilized as bridge with an ad-atom (Figure 10c and d) 

has the same stability as adsorbed on hcp (-4.37 eV) as on clean Al(111). Then when moving 

oxygen atom on the surface, ad-atom diffuse with the oxygen atom keeping the favorable 

interacting energy. This behavior has already been reported in previous study [62]. We also 

perform calculations on coupling a vacancy and an Al ad-atom on the surface mimicking a 

surface Schottky defect. As the main results fit with what has been highly detailed above, we 

do not enter in details for this specific case. Interestingly, we notice in some adsorptions that 

dissociation of oxygen molecule destabilizes ad-atom as seen above, and the high mobility of 

the Al isolated atom will lead to the regeneration of the surface as a barrierless mechanism 

with the ad-atom healing the vacancy. This process is highly favorable with large enthalpies 

of around -10 eV, - 11 eV.  

 

V. Conclusion 

In this paper we propose a detailed and exhaustive study of oxygen species adsorption and 

behavior at the surface of perfect and defective Al(111) surfaces. A list of configurations, 

behaviors and their associated energies is provided with a particular focus given on the 

variation of kinetics in diffusion of oxygen atom when evolving in close neighborhood of 

structural defects. This study enables us to have a better understanding on what happens on 

the Al(111) surface during oxygen deposition or on how oxygen specie reacts with aluminum 
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substrate when taking into account a more realistic surface, i.e. containing defect. Oxygen 

atom will preferentially migrate on the Al(111) surface using typical fcc to hcp sites through 

thermal activated mechanism calculated as 0.72 eV and 0.30 eV from fcc to hcp and from hcp 

to fcc respectively. We observe that once small oxygen islands begin to form on the surface, 

oxygen atom mobility is reduced because of the interaction energy that will favor oxygen 

species clustering on the surface. The vacancy and sub-vacancy defects will drastically 

modify kinetics by slowing down the diffusion of oxygen atom in the vicinity of such defects 

but their effect is only effective on a local neighborhood of the defects. Hcp sites are 

stabilized becoming as stable as fcc sites, resulting in possible sites for oxygen island 

nucleation. On the contrary, terraces do not seem to stabilize oxygen atom, which will prefer 

to proceed and diffuse on clean part of the aluminum substrate. 
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